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edition. Excerpt: .students who are rightly skeptical of all
assertions which savor of nothing but dogmatism. To quote
further samples: But how do we know that the prohibition of
stammering is a remedy for it? Why millions have been cured
by it (159, p. 387). Let us assume some other cause and see
what the assumption leads us to. This cause must appear and
disappear synchronously with stammering (162, p. 156). Where
is Tompkins evidence for the latter statement--considering the
possibility of stuttering being due to a combination of several
contributing factors? From such a premise as the last quoted
statement, the conclusion is reached: Consequently there can
be no other explanation of stammering than collision between
normal and conscious speech (162, p. 156). These numerous
quotations are here given at length not because they deserve
special attention--they seem rather trivial--but because they
illustrate well the...
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